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BRAKE S3 MOVED BACKWARDS

NOW WE CAN OFFER BRAKE S3 IN A ”MOVED FORWARD” AND A ”MOVED BACKWARDS” VERSION

In some combinations of rear wheel sizes and rear axle settings there is sometimes necessary to mount the brake S3 further on or 
further back to get a satisfying brake function.                    See more info about setings (pdf )

When choosing large rear wheels together with a long forward setting of the rear axle the Brake S3 Moved forward becomes a 
suitable choice. Its attachment has a design that enables  the brake to be mounted further ahead than Brake S3.

The assembly of Brake S3 Moved forward  is the same as for the regular Brake S3.   Assembly instruction (pdf )

At other combinations of small rear wheels and a short setting of the rear axle, the need is the opposite. The S3 brake has to be 
mounted further back. To accomplish full brake function we now offer Brake S3 Moved backwards, where an extra brake blade is 
mounted on the exsisting brake.  The large brake blade makes the brake reach further back than a brake without the blade. 

                       See more info about setings  (pdf )

The assembly of Brake S3 Moved backwards is the same as for the PU brake blade.  Assembly instruction (pdf )

If you order a wheelchair in a configuration where one of the two alternative brakes above  becomes the only option, Panthera 
will mount them without an extra charge.

Brake S3 Moved forward

Art.no.  Description

4630010 Brake S3  moved forward cpl, pair

4630011 Brake S3  moved forward, left

4630012 Brake S3  moved forward, right

Brake S3 Moved backwards

4630120 Brake blade Kit S3 brake BF, pair

4630123 Brake blade BF Brake S3, left

4630124 Brake blade BF Brake S3. right
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